
WebTMA Direct  
Database Connect

Business intelligence tools enhance an organization’s ability to cull raw, unstructured data, organize 
it and draw conclusions from it. Through analytics and reporting processes, teams can create 
dashboards and use the data to reference enterprise-wide successes and areas for improvement. 

However, Business Intelligence tools are nothing without he data to drive them. WebTMA’s Direct 
Database Connect solution is the bridge linking your WebTMA data, hosted securely in the Azure 
cloud, to your favorite BI tools. This provides access to the most up-to-date information empowering 
your team to make more informed organizational decisions.
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Organizations need to make data-driven decisions. Do you want the 
ease of data access that on-premise provides without the costs and 
hassle of managing an on-premise solution?  
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Discover how WebTMA can
transform your organization. 
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The Benefits

Delivered from a read-only replica of your
production database so you never have to
worry about impacting end user performance

Real-time data (not based on
database copies created nightly)

Flexibility to use existing BI tools in
tandem with Direct Database Connect

Greater ROI and IT infrastructure buildingAgile and dynamic decision-making

By leveraging your organization’s existing business intelligence tools and Direct Database Connect,
you can quickly transform your facilities related data into actionable information. Evaluate strategic
processes, budget projections and more through reports and dashboards built with the tools already
in use by your organization and forego having to learn software specific reporting tools.

With Direct Database Connect, you have direct access to almost 500 easy to understand database
views. Easy to set up and secured with industry leading tools offered by the Azure Cloud, we work
with your network security team to whitelist specific IP addresses that can access the data. Once
the setup is complete, you can start to develop reports just like if WebTMA was running on servers
in your own data center. Data drives decision making. Let WebTMA’s Direct Database Connect
solution help your team take intelligent insights and make strategic, informed decisions.

Save time with easy, reliable access to 
relevant data


